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Introduction  

A Learning Health System (LHS) has been defined as a system that “generates and applies the best evidence for the 
collaborative healthcare choices of each patient and provider; drives the process of discovery as a natural outgrowth 
of patient care; and ensures innovation, quality, safety and value in healthcare”.1 LHS can transform health systems 
via the rapid, systematic, and cyclical sharing and learning from the available evidence to enable knowledge-informed 
decisions.2 In other words, the LHS continuously analyzes routinely-collected data of monitored outcomes and 
actively identifies opportunities for improvements based on evidence. LHS can operate on a spectrum of complexity 
and scale levels from an individual department in an organization to national or even international levels.3 The LHS 
relies on a robust socio‐technical infrastructure to support it. This is made up of the necessary health informatics 
solutions, policies, and stakeholders that, together, support its learning cycles.4 

However, without proper governance, it will be impossible to achieve a LHS.5 While health informatics solutions have 
shown evidence to help health care organizations achieve higher quality of care, improved health outcomes and 
reduced costs, 6,7 unfortunately, recent evidence highlights limitations and quality issues related to data associated with 
these solutions such as incomplete records8 or miscoded data.9 Merely digitizing the current workflows or simply 
having an electronic record for a patient does not mean that the information in that record is sufficient for safe and 
effective healthcare practice10 nor supportive of a LHS. Therefore, the adequate management and governance of health 
information is a necessary precursor to the effectiveness of LHS. Ineffective information management will not aide 
LHS. Rather, it will create additional problems, increase hazards, and introduce barriers to realizing LHS.11 

In this work, we describe the first results of a community action research12 initiative on data governance at a research 
center offering clinical and health services to patients with diabetes. We describe how the LHS on data governance at 
DDI was formed and overview the actions taken throughout the lifecycle of LHS:15 data to knowledge (D2K), 
knowledge to performance (K2P), and performance to data (P2D). Our goal is to shed light on the lessons learned 
from forming a LHS on Data Governance and its benefits. 

Background 

The Dasman Diabetes Institute (DDI) was inaugurated in 2006 by the Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of 
Sciences (KFAS). DDI is a research center that provides specialized tertiary care services to prevent and treat diabetes 
and other related conditions.13 Through its various divisions (medical, research, and operations), the institute has 
embraced multiple informatics solutions, including electronic health records, diabetes registry,14 among many others. 
However, no formal program of auditing the quality of the data was in place and on numerous occasions, extracting 
data for research and quality improvement initiatives unveiled gaps in the data. Given these challenges as well as the 
adoption of informatics-based solutions and in line with the institute’s strategic direction, operationalizing the LHS 
concept was necessary. 

Approach and Actions 

With support from top management at the institute, the learning community was formed in November 2018. The 
Health Informatics Unit (HIU) acted as the locus of communication and orchestrations for the work. The chiefs of the 
Medical, Operations, and Research Sectors were briefed about the importance of the work and asked to nominate 
representative individuals to serve on the learning community to provide key input and help facilitate better 
communication with their sector. The learning community was formed with 3 representatives from each sector.   

The learning community met in person regularly and shared online space to collaborate and communicate virtually. In 
the initial meeting of the learning community, the importance of data governance was presented and feedback from 
the learning community was captured. At the end of the initial meeting, the community agreed that it was appropriate 



to design a Data Governance Framework (DGF). This approach allows the sectors to operate with flexibility in relation 
to their dailywork and how to go about data governance tasks. At the same time, the framework provides an important 
baseline for data governance across the institute and addressing important questions about data ownership and 
protection. Each sector will oversee the development of specific policies related to data governance, and in instances 
where policies exist, a revision might be necessary to ensure their compliance with the DGF. Overall, the DGF 
provides a governing framework to manage data at the institute throughout its lifecycle. This framework provides an 
overall direction and a general strategy to manage and service data. 

The DGF went through multiple revisions by the learning community. Feedback from the institute’s top leadership 
was sought before its finalization. For the first time, the DGF clearly defined and established the relevant roles and 
responsibilities for data governance across the institute. To ensure stakeholder buy-in, the learning community held 
three sessions to engage with mid-level management to seek their feedback on the DGF for further refinement and 
alignment. The feedback from these sessions was incorporated accordingly. The final version of the DGF was then re-
presented to the Director-General and the Sector Chiefs. The Data Governance Council (DGC) was formed and the 
announcement was circulated to all staff. An internal web-page accessible to all the institute’s employees was made 
available with the DGF. The DGF was also presented live in a general session targeting all the institute’s employees. 
Establishing the DGF and the DGC, buy-in and stakeholder management provided the needed evidence that helped 
illustrate the implementation of a patient safety-related prospective analysis in an attempt to reduce unsafe actions and 
conditions; ultimately this allowed DDI to achieve the Accreditation Canadian International Diamond Level 
accreditation. 

To date, the institute implemented the data classification policy. The DGC is currently working with the various 
divisions to create necessary policies such as data breach, data auditing, and ethical secondary use of EHR data. 

Discussion 

The implementation of the LHS on data governance at DDI yielded many benefits and continues to develop. Important 
lessons can be learned from this experience and we share the top three. First and most critically, the organizational 
culture needs to embrace the importance of data governance and recognize that it is a shared responsibility and not 
solely the information technology (IT) or informatics department. Also, the process needs to be methodical and 
inclusive of all stakeholders across the organization equally to allow for participatory design of data governance. 
Moreover, we faced initial resistance from some researchers for their fear of losing the autonomy of their data. 
However, introducing the DGF provided a useful mechanism for shared governance as well as set direction for all the 
sectors to align without distributing the existing workflows or threating the integrity of intellectual capital. While there 
are great milestones achieved, it is difficult to quantify all the benefits thus far. 

Conclusion  

Implementing data governance is not an easy task; it required a major investment in time, effort, and relationships. In 
this work, we presented how the formation of a LHS has greatly helped via providing a framework to organize the 
work of the DGF. We recognize that there is still much work to be done, but we remain excited about the opportunities 
that lie ahead. 
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